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See how companies
are helping to change
lives and save the
planet
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Bottles are
the new t-shirt
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People around the world have supported our mission of
‘clean water for everyone’ by getting their very own bottles
online and at our events.
Over the last year, more and more companies have reached
out to us as they were eager to give a gift with real purpose
to their team, clients and at their events, rather than the
usual pen, USB stick or t-shirt.
We were delighted to increase our operations and printing
capabilities in the US and Europe so that we could create
custom, co-branded bottles in a variety of styles.
We’ve now partnered with over 100 companies and
organisations to collectively fund water projects in Ghana.
Have a peek at some of the awesome companies and
organisations we have worked with across the world.
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Flexport
I love GiveMeTap as a tree-hugging,
budget-obsessed Office Manager
because it means buying less plastic
bottles in the office and our purchase
is helping others too! You guys are
so awesome to work with; we look
forward to gifting all new hires their
GiveMeTap bottle on their first day!
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Ally Mammen
Office Manager

Tableau
The Tableau Foundation have
changed the way their employees
across the world stay hydrated
through GiveMeTap bottles and
have transformed 3150 lives in
Ghana through clean water.

Wufoo
Wufoo by Survey Money
saved lives through
their social media
giveaway campaign.
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Sojern
This year, we were looking for more
ways to be environmentally friendly
and GiveMeTap provided the perfect
solution for helping us cut down
on plastic consumption. As a travel
ad tech company, one of us is in an
airport almost every day, and having
the GiveMeTap bottle is a great travel
accessory that also saves lives.
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Myla Tutt
Sojern Gives Back
Chairman & Marketing Manager

Google London
Fujitsu Munich
Fujitsu changed the lives
of 1000 people through their
Scansnap bottles in Munich.

Google Campus gave 500 people
access to clean water for 5 years
by gifting bottles at tech events in
Parliament.
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Our Impacts
Say hello to the people we are helping
to get life-changing access to clean water!
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Our Water Projects
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Kanato
Population: 1250 lives changed
Village:

The water pump is barely a year old but has already
given us so much joy. We used to compete with our
animals’ water at the local streams but now we have
a clean source of water.
Hawawu Seidu Jiresah - Resident

Owlobayiri
Population: 717 lives changed
Village:

Thanks to you, not only does the village have
access to clean water for the first time, the
women in Owlobayiri can grow crops for the first
time and have created new sources of income
and livelihood for their entire community.
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Chapuri
Population: 1125 lives changed
Village:

The women of Chapuri had no clean water
facilities during their time at the maternity
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ward or for other hospital services. The
new water pump is located near the local
health center so that medical treatment can
be completed with clean water, reducing
infection and disease.

Kamahegu
Population: 1400 lives changed
Village:

Martin - ProNet

Before the pump was installed, the children of
Kamahegu travelled several miles every day
to reach a stream and collect dirty water. This
dangerous journey would cut into their school
time but now they have enough time to
collect water safely and go to school.
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Nyori
Population: 629 lives changed
Village:
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The water project in Nyori will be completed in February
2016. Once installed, the community can use clean water
to grow local produce such as shea butter to use and sell.
It will also make domestic life easier, as they can soak
materials that are used to weave furniture.

Kusieli
Population: 887 lives changed
Village:

The GiveMeTap water pump has transformed
our community. Everyone has taken pride 
and responsibility in maintaining the
borehole and we have regular meetings
that bring the community together.
Mrs. Florence Dagbala - Sanitation Officer
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